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Grammar

• Thirty units with hundreds of practice exercises in each book
• Clear layouts with lots of space for students' answers
• Important points clearly explained in Remember! and Good to know! boxes
• Illustrations help explain grammar points and vocabulary
• Answer key included, allowing students to check their progress independently

Work on your... Grammar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary / A1</td>
<td>978-0-00-749953-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-intermediate / A2</td>
<td>978-0-00-749956-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate / B1</td>
<td>978-0-00-749962-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Intermediate / B2</td>
<td>978-0-00-749963-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced / C1</td>
<td>978-0-00-749967-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Resources

**Phrasal Verbs**

Authors: **Jamie Flockhart & Cheryl Pelteret**

English is full of phrasal verbs and it’s challenging for learners to know how and when to use them.

*Work on your Phrasal Verbs* covers the 400 most common phrasal verbs in depth with clear examples, definitions and exercises to help students learn how and when to use them correctly.

- Phrasal verbs are grouped into 25 themes, such as Feelings, Sport and Jobs, making them easier to memorise
- Full-sentence dictionary definitions with example sentences and extra background notes on usage
- Study tips on how to remember phrasal verbs

---

**Idioms**

Authors: **Sandra Anderson & Cheryl Pelteret**

Idioms in English can be amusing, colourful and expressive but they are never straightforward to understand, so it’s important to help students cope with them.

*Work on your Idioms* focuses on the 300 most common idioms, covering each of them in depth, with clear examples, definitions and exercises to help students learn how and when to use the idioms correctly.

- Idioms are grouped into 25 themes, such as Communicating, Money and Relationships, making them easier to memorise
- Study tips on how to remember idioms
- British English and American English variations included

---

**Work on your... Accent**

**Clearer pronunciation for better communication**

*Work on your Accent* helps students to speak clear English that everyone will understand by softening the influence of their mother tongue. Professional accent coaches Helen and Sarah demonstrate how to pronounce each sound, and show learners when to use them. They also help students to recognise why their native language makes it difficult for them to pronounce certain sounds and which sounds they need to focus on.

- Includes DVD-ROM with visual and audio material illustrating physical articulation and pronunciation

---

*978-0-00-749967-0*  
*978-0-00-746291-9 incl. DVD-ROM*  
*978-0-00-748466-1*  
*978-0-00-748467-8*  
*978-0-00-746291-9 incl. DVD-ROM*
Dictionaries

COBUILD Advanced Learner’s Dictionary

8th EDITION

The complete reference tool for learners of English, providing invaluable and detailed guidance on the English language.

- **Builds confidence**: Words and phrases are shown in context, in order for learners to understand exactly how to use them
- **Focuses on communicative goals**: Pragmatics labels provide information on connotations, additional ideas or emotions expressed by a word
- **Improves vocabulary acquisition and develops fluency**: Illustrations, the visual thesaurus, picture dictionary boxes and many more vocabulary-building features help learners to improve their language skills
- **Promotes autonomous learning**: The activity guide shows learners how to practise independently with the dictionary
- **Helps with grammar, writing and speaking**: Grammar Reference, Writer’s Handbook and Speaker’s Handbook included

COBUILD Intermediate Learner’s Dictionary

3rd EDITION

This dictionary covers all the essential words, phrases, and idioms that students at this level need to learn, and provides help with grammar and usage.

A wide range of vocabulary-building features, many of them with full-colour illustrations, encourage students to learn new words and improve their fluency.

- **Improves vocabulary acquisition**: Hundreds of illustrations and thousands of synonyms, antonyms and collocations help learners to expand their vocabulary
- **Develops fluency**: The visual thesaurus shows alternatives for the 50 most-overused words in English
- **Aids memory**: Picture dictionary boxes present vocabulary from key topics in a memorable way
- **Facilitates independent learning**: The activity guide shows learners how to practise independently with the dictionary
- **Helps with grammar**: The Grammar Reference explains key points of English grammar
COBUILD Essential English Dictionary

An engaging, illustrated dictionary aimed at elementary and pre-intermediate learners of English of all ages. With over 8,000 entries, and an attractive full-colour illustrated supplement, this is the perfect dictionary for students who are starting out on their journey of learning English.

The dictionary includes:

- The essential words, phrases and idioms that elementary and pre-intermediate students need to learn
- Simple definitions to make words even easier to understand
- Thousands of examples of real English from the Collins Corpus
- Thesaurus focusing on the most overused words to help students expand their vocabulary
- Hundreds of line drawings illustrating key terms
- Full-colour illustrated supplement of essential topics

CEF level: A1–B1